Self-similarity in radial Walsh filters and axial intensity distributions in the far-field diffraction pattern.
Pupil plane filtering by radial Walsh filters is a convenient technique for tailoring the axial intensity distribution near the focal plane of a rotationally symmetric imaging system. Radial Walsh filters, derived from radial Walsh functions, form a set of orthogonal phase filters that take on values either 0 or π phase, corresponding to +1 or -1 values of the radial Walsh functions over prespecified annular regions of the circular filter. Order of these filters is given by the number of zero-crossings, or equivalently phase transitions within the domain over which the set is defined. In general, radial Walsh filters are binary phase zone plates, each of them demonstrating distinct focusing characteristics. The set of radial Walsh filters can be classified into distinct groups, where the members of each group possess self-similar structures. Self-similarity can also be observed in the corresponding axial intensity distributions. These observations provide valuable clues in tackling the inverse problem of synthesis of phase filter in accordance with prespecified axial intensity distributions. This paper reports our observations on self-similarity in radial Walsh filters of various orders and corresponding axial intensity distributions.